
Nuclear Hoax

TruthSeekers

  Is Nuclear a Hoax ?  Bombs,
power plants, and danger of
radiation ?

www.abodia.com/nh   Want to find
sources ?  use
www.ThoughtPrint.org

Nuclear Hoax notes below. 
Hiroshima was fire bombed, There
NEVER was an Atomic Bomb. It's all
a hoax, that cost US taxpayers $
20-40 billion annual for the
charade: upgrading the fake Nukes,
silos, storage, manufacturing,
distribution, all FAKE NUKES.

Atomic Bomb Hoax 1945-2016   
http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.ht
m  article, excerpts below

Nuke-Lies    http://www.big-
lies.org/NUKE-
LIES/www.nukelies.com/forum/

Click to You Tube links..

Click to Why government
surrounds us with lies - to retain
their power.

     Truth disposes dictators !

This bank survived the A bomb ?
dropped on it in Hiroshima Aug.
1945.

  

 

Bank of Japan building at Rijo Dori
street, Kamiya-cho, Naka ku,

Hiroshima, 2013, was built 1936
and located almost below the

alleged atomic bomb explosion
1945. It survived the bombing

without serious damages, a clear
evidence that no atomic bomb
was used - only napalm carpet

bombing

Our world view effects what we
can see & consider.

You can review and confirm this. 
WE have to know and act in truth.

If we avoid establishing truth,
then the world's rich bankers /
media / government will continue
to destroy our world, our
freedom, our reality.

 

     > > Nuclear Hoax -
miscellaneous notes.            ^ - -
Top of Page

On the "a bomb" on Hiroshima,
the evidence, is that it was just fire
bombed like Tokyo.

        Compare the numbers:

City                Tokyo                   
Hiroshima        fire bombing

planes            334 planes           66 ?
B-29s planes

damage area    16  sq. miles        4
sq. miles    area destroyed.

Tokyo 9 Mar. 1945, Hiroshima 5
Aug. 1945

Hiroshima: 1/4 the planes, 1/4 of
the area destroyed in Tokyo by
napalm fire bombs.

Was there any radiation after the
bombing ?   The Street Cars of
Hiroshima were up and running 3
days after the bombing.

The area was photographed by
people walking around on foot (no
radiation ?).

Wood buildings were destroyed,
but the masonry buildings
remained.

     > > Videos and
summaries:                                        
           

LORDS OF THE NUKES. YouTube
Evidence nuclear bombs & energy
are fake.

The Impossible Bomb: The Atomic
Bomb Hoax YouTube 1945-2014
Podcast

Jakob Thorin (his last name is not
pronounced like you might think)
comes on to talk about an odd
duck who raged all over the JREF
board about the impossibility of
building a nuclear (fission and
fusion) bomb. Just can't happen.
Didn't work in 1945. Won't work
today. It's just a money grab, folks.
Atomic bombs do not work!
Nuclear bomb wont work folks!

The Atomic Bomb Hoax 1945-
2014

Summary: Atomic bombs do not
work. Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
not destroyed by atomic bombs in
1945. The Japanese towns with
their simple wood/paper houses
were destroyed by napalm carpet
bombings. The atomic bombs were
just US propaganda of false
information to impress the Soviet
Union. But Stalin wasn't fooled. He
invented/ faked his own atomic
bomb 1949. The 69 years old hoax
from 6 August 1945 is still working
kept going strong by physicists that
cannot get any better jobs than
lying for their governments - the
only real job many physicist can get
(apart from being a school
teacher). Iran is trying since 30
years to fake their Islamic atomic
bomb that Stalin did in four years.
The International Atomic Energy
Agency, IAEA, and its boss Yukiya
Amano are part of the hoax. Just
ask them about it.

Above from:
http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.ht
m  < Excellent, vast detail on
nuclear hoax.

Nuclear Weapons Don't Exist The
New Documentary by Edmund
Matthews

Nuclear Hoax - Nukes Do Not
Exist! YouTube by Eric Dubay (Flat
Earth supporter)

Published on Apr 30, 2015

The following documentary
explores the truth about nuclear
energy and the surprisingly
abundant evidence that nuclear
weapons are a hoax. Many of the
nuclear explosion videos we have
all seen and presumed real are
shown to be complete fakes using
model trees, houses and cars
exploding on a set.

The destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki were not the result of one
large explosion as advertized, but
rather the result of a fire-bombing
campaign comparable to Tokyo's
fire-bombed remains. Hiroshima
and Nagasaki also never
experienced anything like the
hundreds or thousands of years of
radiation predicted by nuclear
scientists, in fact, vegetation began
growing within a month after the
bombing, and the Japanese people
began rebuilding almost
immediately! Some nuclear
physicists even claim nuclear
weaponry fraudulent based solely
on the technical impossibilities of
fission material not to be
incinerated before triggering the
necessary chain reaction. Top
nuclear physicist Galen Winsor
explains how nuclear power
plants are essentially just steam
plants and nothing but the most
expensive and effective way to boil
water. He completely blows the lid
off the idea of "nuclear meltdown"
or "nuclear waste," and even eats a
good portion of live radioactive
waste on camera which he claims
to have been doing for years! His
professional opinion is that fear of
nuclear radiation has been greatly
exaggerated to scare people and
so a few powerful organizations
can maintain total control of the
world's most valuable energy
resource.

Atomic Bomb Hoax 1945-2016 <
- links to web site                            
    

The a-bomb hoax was created by
two sick and powerful men in the
1940's - US president F.D.
Roosevelt and USSR dictator J.
Stalin. Media assisted to back up
the lies! The simple people were
made to believe that compressing
two pieces of metal together
allowed one single neutron to
fission one metal atom to start ...
an a-bomb explosion that
happened at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in Japan August 1945
killing children and women.
Compressed metal pieces and
neutrons cannot explode but it is
against the law to say so and media
and universities support this law ...
so you have to learn about it at
http://heiwaco.tripod.com/bomb.ht
m

9. Nuclear arms are very safe and
secure! They cannot harm
anything. But it is illegal to say so!

Have you heard about Trofim
Lyssenko? He was the inventor of
pseudoscience around 1930!
Stalin loved him. Ever heard
about Stalin? A mass murderer
that together with Hitler started
WW2 by attacking east Poland
and Finland 1939 and the Baltic
states 1940 and who US
president Roosevelt liked a lot.
Stalin could keep east Poland
and the Baltic states after WW2.
Ever heard about Roosevelt? He
created the a-bomb! With a little
help from friends.

Atomic bombs were and are just
propaganda. There is no
evidence that they worked 1945
or later. The atomic bomb was
invented pseudoscientific style
by an American - Robert O
Lyssenko - a cousin of Trofim -
but assisted by A. Einstein and
encouraged by Roosevelt!

The "atomic bombs" were actually
invented by science fiction writer
H.G Wells already 1913 nearly 30
years before US president
Roosevelt started the Manhattan
Project. Wells' The World Set Free
describes cities around the world
being devastated by what he called
"atomic bombs". Wells predicted
not only the mushroom cloud we
associate with atomic bombs, but
their lasting radiation as well.

"Brabantian" writes:

"Few who adventured into these
areas of destruction and survived
attempted any repetition of their
experiences. There are stories of
puffs of luminous, radio-active
vapour drifting sometimes scores
of miles from the bomb centre and
killing and scorching all they
overtook."

(b) Hiroshima & Nagasaki were
typical chemical firestorm sites like
Tokyo, Dresden, Hamburg; 'ground
zero' brick concrete steel stayed
up, even their flagpoles etc;
radioactive junk could have been
dropped with chemicals

(c) most Japan houses were wood
so burned

(d) Media hides witnesses who saw
multiple bombers, etc.

Nuke bomb terror has earned
trillions for the cabal since 1945, &
since 1960s has been major tool of
Israeli terror against Arabs & world,
1967 & 1973 wars,

1945 - USA chemically bombs
Hiroshima & Nagasaki (like Tokyo,
Dresden, Hamburg...), also
dumping illness-inducing
radioactive items. Media, &
Japanese witnesses who saw plane
fleets, told to shut up. Nuke story
sold by adding chemical-blast
'mushroom clouds' in film & photos
- USA HAS NUCLEAR BOMBS 

1949 - Soviet Union accepts deal
for Russian elites to get wealthy by
playing along with Cold War &
global nuclear terror - COMMIE
RUSSIA HAS THE BOMB 

1952 - UK Brits & London
financial centre don't want to feel
2nd class as Anglo empire
dominates world - UK HAS THE
BOMB 

1960 - France chafes not to be
2nd class to roast-beef-eating
Brits, accepts deal to become
nuclear if they pretend to be the
ones giving Israel nuclear
technology - FRANCE & DE
GAULLE HAVE THE BOMB 

1964 - China gets upgraded to
major league to help justify
escalating military spending -
COMMIE CHINA HAS THE BOMB
NOW TOO 

1966 - Israel gets to join the club
as per earlier deal with France, in
time to terrorise & intimidate Arabs
in 1967 & 1973 wars - JEWS HAVE
THE BOMB & JEWS ARE READY
TO SAMSON OPTION
EVERYBODY, later confirmed by
'brave whistleblower' Vanunu to
MI6 London Times 

1974 - India takes deal to stop
being so non-aligned & side more
with big powers, insulting India's
own heritage by calling their bomb
programme 'Smiling Buddha' INDIA
NOW HAS THE BOMB 

1979 - South Africa's white
apartheid government gets to play
act in compensation for all their
abuse in Western media, but
agrees in advance to 'dismantle'
any bombs before Mandela or any
black government can find out the
scam ... joins with Israel & Taiwan in
bomb test WHITE RACIST SOUTH
AFRICA HAS THE BOMB READY
TO KILL BLACK PEOPLE showing
ANYONE CAN GET A BOMB, but
'bombs' all taken apart & shipped
away before Mandela takes over 

1998 - Pakistan is central player in
new Western anti-Muslim theme &
revving up 'war on terror', and
Pakistan finally gets to upgrade to
par with old rival India PAKISTANI
MUSLIMS HAVE THE BOMB &
OSAMA OR TERRORISTS MIGHT
GET AHOLD OF IT, plus Pakistan
'sells' bombs to Saudi Arabia for
extra bonus 

2006 - North Korea, always
making deals for latest consumer
products for ruling family & elite,
gets to upgrade to nuclear club
CRAZY NORTH KOREA HAS THE
BOMB 

The "treason" of Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg was probably part of
the US show and they were not
executed but given new identities.

The Cuban missile crisis of 1962
was also a total fake with both
Khrushchev and Kennedy cynically
aware that they were engaged in a
bogus argument about non-
existent a-bombs. They had
however just a little earlier decided
to start the fake space race with
kosmos clown Gagarin 1961 flying
around the Earth in less than 120
minutes!

In the USA it is against the law to
tell the Truth about the a-bomb!

The significance of the atomic
bomb for military purposes is clear
according the US Atomic Energy
Act of 1946 (Public Law 585, 79th
Congress).  

That really foolish piece of shit, i.e.
the US Atomic Energy Act of
1946 (and its revisions) charges
the US Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), and later the
US Department of Energy (DoE),
with regulating restricted data
wherever it appears and wherever
it comes from, i.e. control of
information.

In plain language - censorship!
The restricted data clause of the
US Atomic Energy Act specifies
that all nuclear weapons-related
information is to be considered
classified unless explicitly
declassified, and makes no
distinction about whether said
information was created in a
laboratory by a government
scientist or anywhere else in the
world by private citizens.

Major Alexander P. de Seversky,
who 1945 inspected the bombed
towns of Japan, testified:

In Hiroshima I was prepared for
radically different sights. 
But, to my surprise, Hiroshima
looked exactly like all the other
burned-out cities in Japan.

There was a familiar pink blot,
about two miles in diameter. 
It was dotted with charred trees
and telephone poles. Only one of
the cities twenty bridges was
down. 
Hiroshima's clusters of modern
buildings in the downtown section
stood upright.

It was obvious that the blast could
NOT have been so powerful as
we had been led to believe. 
It was extensive blast rather than
intensive.

I had heard of buildings instantly
consumed by unprecedented heat.
Yet here I saw the buildings
structurally intact, and what is
more, topped by undamaged flag
poles, lightning rods, painted
railings, air raid precaution signs
and other comparatively fragile
objects.

At the T-bridge, the aiming point
for the atomic bomb, I looked for
the "bald spot" where everything
presumably had been vaporized in
the twinkling of an eye. It wasn't
there or anywhere else. I could find
no traces of unusual phenomena.

Ms Madelyn R. Creedon, the US
assistant secretary of atomic war
for global strategic affairs
(whatever that can be? -
propaganda?) suggested October
30, 2013 that: 
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